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Prescription for Pleasure

Who says romance is dead? Just this morning, waiting at the prescription counter
of my local chain drugstore (the one 75 feet from my apartment as opposed to
the one 135 feet from it) my eyes were opened. Wide. Facing me, on a shelf, at
roughly the eye level of the average 43-year old, rested a product so tantalizing,
so provocative, and, to be frank, so puzzling it made me forget all about my
recent root canal. A single prophylactic package promising 'Uniquely Passionate
Mutual Stimulation.' But with a difference. I studied the copywriter's encomiums
and deduced that this thingamajiggee actually had a small electric device,
complete with battery, embedded within its latex. And they say the rest of the
world is outstripping good old Uncle Sam when it comes to innovation. I
contemplated buying one, bringing it home, and surprising my wife. I could hear
her cooing, "Get serious, we've got bills to do." But just assume that, by some
burst of technological prowess, we did attempt to avail ourselves of its charms, I
could still see trouble. First off, the idea of having electric devices, no matter how
small and latex-sheathed, in such proximity to such parts of our anatomies sent a
chill. Then there was the question of the cable TV. Our signal has been dodgy
lately, we think we're putting on Antiques Roadshow (the original, English one,
purists that we are) and behold, a Public Access show about low riders from EI
Segundo California crops up - not to mention the fact that we have to pound the
cable box with a hammer to get it to work. What if the "dingus" caused a massive
short circuit in our building? Not only could we disrupt cable service allover the
Upper West Side, imagine the article in The Post (the Times would never cover
it) pointing the finger at us and portraying our peccadillo in lurid detail. Or, even
worse, what if the kids found it? Thinking it some kind of electric balloon, they
would fill it with water, flip it on, and fry themselves to cinders. Or maybe the cat
would shred open the box, start gnawing on it and simultaneously inflate and
incinerate, a self-inflicted Tom and Jerry sight gag, complete with X-Ray sparking
skeleton? Nevertheless, re-reading the package copy I couldn't help speculating
how it might actually transform me into a cross between George Clooney and
Warren Beatty. Talk about renewing your vows! Just then, the man in the white
coat returned with my prescriptions. "Anything else?" the pharmacist said. "I'm
good," I said and stealthily reshelved the do-hickee. Then I dashed back to work.
But as I rumbled downtown on the Number 2, antibiotic and anti-inflammatory in
hand, I couldn't help fantasizing about my next bout of dental work.
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